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Brittany Tomkin Alfred Hitchcock Loves Lucy

INT. LUCY & DESI’S APARTMENT - NIGHT

MOVIE ANNOUNCER stands on the side of the stage and speaks

into the God Mic.

MOVIE ANNOUNCER

Murder! Mystery! Conveyor belt

mishaps! It’s...

DESI enters. He speaks in a very bad and very racist Cuban

accent.

DESI

Lucy, I’m home!

Studio audience cheers and claps. On the other side of the

stage, KILLER pokes his head out at the audience.

MOVIE ANNOUNCER

Alfred Hitchcock Presents An "I

Love Lucy Production!" By Alfred

Hitchcock.

LUCY enters holding a covered tray of food.

LUCY

Ricky! I made chicken foots!

MOVIE ANNOUNCER

Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz star

in...Alfred Hitchcock’s "Death by

Death Death!" By Alfred Hitchcock.

RICKY lifts the covered tray of food, revealing a human head

underneath.

LUCY

Wahhhhh!

RICKY

Lucy, did you cook a man instead of

the chicken foots?

LUCY

You mean I was supposed to cook it?

Studio audience laughs and cheers.

LUCY and RICKY quickly exit. ETHEL and FRED enter on

opposite sides of the stage.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

MOVIE ANNOUNCER

Also featuring their neighbors,

Ethel and Fred, who are barely in

this movie.

KILLER pokes his head out from back stage again. ETHEL and

FRED run into each other and fall to the ground, dead. LUCY

and RICKY enter and find their bodies.

LUCY

Ethel’s dead! No! My best friend!

RICKY

And Ethel’s husband! No! He was

married to Ethel!

Studio audience cheers. Someone yells, "Fuck that guy!"

RICKY exits.

MOVIE ANNOUNCER

You will never find a film as

terrifying, suspenseful, and

endearing as Alfred Hitchcock’s

"Death by Death Death!"

LUCY wanders around the stage, holding a knife and looking

for the killer.

LUCY

When I find you, I’m going to do

something terrible: make you join

my vaudeville act!

The studio audience laughs. KILLER pops his head around yet

another backstage door. He winks at the audience and then

pops out to scare LUCY.

LUCY

Ahhhhhh!

KILLER chases LUCY around the stage for a bit. As he chases

her, she starts performing a Vaudeville, Rockette-style

dance. Finally, KILLER chases LUCY backstage.

RICKY re-enters, panicking.

RICKY

Lucy? LUCY! Mira que tiene cosa la

loco mujer esta. Ai que barbaridad?

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 3.

KILLER reappears. He chases RICKY around the stage too, but

eventually grabs hold of him. They break out into an epic

brawl. RICKY punches KILLER, who falls backwards and does a

backwards somersault. RICKY kicks KILLER. KILLER jumps up

and stabs RICKY repeatedly in the chest.

KILLER exits backstage and leaves RICKY dead on stage.

MOVIE ANNOUNCER

The twists! The turns! It’s the

horror spectacle of the year that

will leave your seats wet with

urine and store-brand soda pop!

LUCY re-enters.

LUCY

Ricky! I escaped the killer! He ran

away when I started singing! Ricky?

LUCY finds RICKY’s body. She cries hysterically.

MOVIE ANNOUNCER

In theaters this summer.

LUCY

(howling and crying)

NOOOOO! Ricky! My husband, the love

of my life! Why, God, why?! Why

must I live in a universe where

murderers kill our loved ones for

sport? Where death means nothing

for the cheap entertainment of the

studio audience?

The studio audience cheers.

MOVIE ANNOUNCER

Alfred Hitchcock!

LUCY

(Hysterical)

Oh God, Ricky! Oh god, I miss you

so much already. I hope nobody else

ever has to know what it means to

endure the loss of a loved one.

MOVIE ANNOUNCER

DEATH BY DEATH DEATH!

The lights slowly fade as LUCY screams and cries over

RICKY’s body.

END SCENE.


